The behavior of centrosomes in multinucleate cells formed after colcemid treatment.
Multinucleate PtK1 cells were generated by treating the cells with colcemid for up to 60 h. Cells with scattered chromosomes reconstructed nuclear envelopes around these chromosomes. After recovery of up to 36 h these multinucleate cells went into mitosis. In such cells mainly two types of spindles are found: a bipolar spindle with some "accessory" half-spindles and multipolar mitotic apparatus with several equally-sized half-spindles ordered in an irregular way. Ultrastructural studies revealed centrosomes within such spindles which had not developed a microtubular connection to chromosomes and obviously could not act as mitotic pole. This result is interpreted in the way that centrosomes undergo a maturation cycle. Immature centrosomes cannot form mitotic poles. The asynchrony of the cycles of the multiple centrosomes seems to be generated by an uneven distribution of special factor(s).